
'Mech quirks and flavor tables for scenarios

These are sourced from many publications, as well as several  “quirks” of my own devising. Many of the items are 
compilations of several different but similar quirks. Sources include: Sword and Dragon, Cranston Snord's Irregulars, Gray 
Death Legion, and The Fox's Teeth.

If a roll is (enclosed in parens) it is a permanent effect, rolled when the 'Mech is generated, and not rerolled.  All combat 
rolls are taken on 2d6 to speed play. Note that I have adjusted the probablilities on several of these events - often simply 
to map them to a 2d6 roll, or to rationalize half-a-dozen units with similar quirks.  Replacing an affected section of the 
'Mech entirely may fix a glitch, at GM discretion. Rewiring electronics is particularly tricky...

How to use these tables:
Roll 2d6, counting one as the “tens” digit and one as the “ones” in each of the following cases:
• Every time a PC  Mech is reduced to Salvage-level damage (if not using the Strategic Operations rules, any time the 
'Mech is “destroyed” in combat, but is salvageable and repaired), and the repair roll succeeds with an MoS of 0 or 1. 
• Whenever the PCs buy a Salvaged (rather than new) 'Mech. 
• All NPC Pirate and Militia-owned 'Mechs. 
• Any 'Mech over 500 years old
• If you want to.
Any 'Mech that has more than one negative quirk or quirk with negative effects recieves the Bad Reputation quirk 
automatically.

'Mech Flavor and Quirks Table
11 Degraded EM shielding 41 Nasty K School of Jump Jets *

12 Gremlins 42 Bugged Landing Software*

13 Gyro Software Glitch 43 Malfed Jets*

14 Bad Myomer Signalling 44 Cold Jets*

15 Ghost Lock 45 Leaking Plasma Seals *

16 Hangar Queen 46 Rubberized Feet

21 High-Friction Actuators 51 Ammo Feeder Failures/Bad Energy Couplings

22 Mag-coated Actuators 52 Bad Feed/Damaged Cabling

23 Lame Duck 53 Damaged Bin/Cracked Las Core/PPC Inhibitor Leak

24 Mech-Fu 54 Wpn. Energy Fluctuations/Twitchy Ammo Feed

25 Cursed 'Mech 55 Wpn. Heat Seal Failure

26 Mag-Bottle Fluctuations 56 Fused Fire-link

31 Engine Heat Seal Leak 61 Roll on the Negative Quirk (misc) table

32 Busted Environmental Seals 62 Roll on the Negative Quirk (misc) table

33 Permanent Gyro Damage 63 Roll once on both Quirk tables

34 Permanent Structural Damage 64 Roll once on the Positive Quirk (misc) table 

35 Shot-out component 65 Roll twice on this table.

36 Bad Actuator 66 SNEEEEEEED! (Roll again, plus once each on the 
Positive and Negative quirk tables)

*: This quirk only applies to a 'Mech with Jump Jets. Reroll if it does not possess them



Electronics: 
Degraded EM shielding: at the end of any turn this 'Mech is hit by an energy weapon, add +3 heat (not cumulative, counts 
toward “external sources” limit). [note: I figured this simulated runaway lightning fucking around in the torso better than any 
“special rules” ever could – to-hit penalties, movement issues, and even the chance of setting off ammo or shutting down the 
target]

Gremlins in the Computer: Before every scenario, on a 2d6 roll of 9 or more, one randomly-chosen component is taken 
offline (these errors do not harm the pilot or cause explosions, and cannot affect the cockpit or any other “instant kill” 
component)  This error can be repaired at the end of the scenario in the same manner as a jammed Ultra Autocannon: 
the location CAN be critted as normal in combat.

Fused Fire-Link: Two randomly-selected weapons MUST be fired together or not at all. Reroll if the 'Mech has only one 
weapon system.

Ghost Lock: Randomly select a weapon. Each turn that it is not declared in the shooting phase, roll 2d6. On an 11+, it 
locks and fires on a random target in its arc. Arm weapons fire into the same arc any other weapons on that arm are 
firing; if none, it fires into the current Front Arc. 
If there are no valid targets, the weapon will still fire, but have no effect other than generating heat (and alerting anyone 
in the general area...) Techs may lock the weapon out of the TTS system for a scenario, but it will be completely unusable 
until reconnected (an easy field repair, taking 10-15 minutes). 

Motive Systems:
I Know 'Mech-fu: The gyro programming has been extensively modified by a close-combat minded owner. The pilot does 
not take PSRs for missing a kick, and takes half damage when making DFA and Charging atttacks. 

Rubberized Feets: The 'Mech has had special gripping technology installed in its feet. It does not take PSRs for turning 
while running on pavement.

Degraded Myomer Signalling: (roll 1d6) 1-4: Reduce this 'Mech's run speed by 1 MP. 5-6: On any turn the 'Mech uses Run 
or Walk MP, it is considered to be using MASC, regardless of the distance travelled (including both the bonus MP and 
chance of failure)

Damaged Myomers/Lame Duck: Reduce this 'Mech's Walk speed by 1 MP: recalculate Run speed as normal.

Mag-coated Actuators: The 'Mech generates one less heat when Running or Walking.

Actuator Friction: Double movement heat.

Gyro and Engine:
Engine heat seal leak: (roll 1d6)  Each turn the 'Mech generates: 1-3 +1 heat; 4 +1d3 heat; 5 +3 heat; 6 +5 heat.

Magnetic Bottle Fluctuations: Each turn, Roll 1d6: on a 1-3 the 'Mech loses 1 Walk MP/Run/Jump MP. On a 4-6, The 'Mech 
has one extra Jump, Run, and Walk MP. 
When using Jump Jets (if any) roll 2d6: on a 9+ a random jet overloads, dealing 5 damage to the location's armor and 
critting the jet. Torso locations take the hit to the rear armor. The pilot does not take feedback damage.

Gyro Software Glitched: Pilot must make a PSR any time he attempts a physical attack.

Permanent Gyro Damage:+1 to all PSRs, Gyro can take only one crit before failing.

Jump Jets (Re-roll if the 'Mech lacks JJs)
Malfed Jets: Each time this 'Mech declares Jumping movement, roll 2d6: on a 10+ all jets in either the torso or the legs 
(whichever had more jets at the beginning of the scenario) fail to fire. Reduce jumping MP accordingly for that turn. If 
the mech >only< has jets in one of these locations, it may not move that turn, and the pilot must make a PSR. 



Leaky Plasma Seals: using Jump Jets or Flamers on this 'Mech adds an automatic +5 heat points at the end of the turn. 
The 'Mech gains an additional point of Jump MP

Cold Jets: Excellent venting has left the 'Mech's jets running cooler than usual. Jumping generates half the normal heat, 
rounded down (the minimum heat for jumping is, therefore, reduced to 2). 

Landing Software Bugged: The 'Mech must make a PSR to land successfully after using jumping movement.

The Nasty K School of JJs: The pilot has tuned his jump jets to act as crude flamethrowers. Treat the unit as attacking with 
one flamer per jet in the shooting phase of any turn in which it attempts a DFA attack. These attacks are considered to 
be at Short Range. Each does one point of damage and adds one point of heat to the target. Roll hit locations on the 
Front Punch table. Ignore cover granted by anything that would not reasonably prevent a DFA in the first place (woods 
no, building yes). 
 (Translation: with 5 jets, roll 5 attacks at +0 for range, +3 for movement, and with most other normal modifiers)

'Mech Structure:
Permanent Structural Damage: The 'Mech can only mount (roll d6) 1 – 50%; 2 – 66%; 3-4 – 75%; 5-80%; 6-90% of normal 
armor (rounding up) on one location; roll again on the Hit Location chart to determine the affected area.

Cursed 'Mech: Any time it takes more than 
(roll a d6) 1-4 20; 5-6 30 damage in a single turn THEN;
(roll a d6) 1-4: on a 10+ on 2d6 it will take a random TAC (reroll a result that would cause an explosion or directly injure 
the pilot). 5-6: Roll an automatic random TAC (Reroll any hits that cause an explosion or pilot damage)
(Example: you acquire a new, Salvaged 'Mech. You roll “Cursed 'Mech”, and then a 5 and a 6. The 'Mech will suffer an automatic, non-
explosive crit each time it takes 30 or more damage in a single turn)

Bad actuator: one randomly-chosen actuator on the 'Mech has taken irrepairable critical damage. 

Shot-out component: Randomly chose one of the following: Heat sink, jump jet, Omnipod location (one crit), ammo bin 
(if more than one), electronic component (ECM, Probe, Targeting computer, C3 computer, EW equipment, etc) or CASE 
system.  It is permanently slagged and fused to the frame. A tech can cut out the mess and use the saved weight 
elsewhere, but no equipment can ever again be mounted in the item's critical spaces.

Busted Environmental Seals: Re-roll all passed Breach tests.

Hangar Queen: Raise ALL maintenance roll difficulties by 1; this unit requires 1WP per size category (light, medium, 
heavy, assault) additional each track if using the Warchest system. In other systems, one randomly-determined 
component must be repaired after each battle.

Weapons:
Choose a random weapon. Ballistics are affected by Bad Feed, energy weapons by Damaged Cabling.
Bad Feed: One randomly-chosen ballistic weapon on the 'Mech jams on a to-hit roll of 2, or counts as firing an additional 
shot in the case of multi-shot guns. 
Damaged cabling: One randomly-chosen energy weapon on the 'Mech misfires occasionally. Roll 1d6 when fired: on a 
roll of 1, it generates heat but doesn't fire.

Choose a random weapon. Ballistics are affected by Feeder Failures, energy weapons by Bad Couplings.
Ammo Feeder Failures: All ballistic weapons in a single location jam on a to-hit roll of 2, or count as firing an additional 
shot in the case of multi-shot guns (Reroll if no ballistics)
Bad couplings: All energy weapons in a single location on the 'Mech misfire occasionally. Roll 1d6 for each weapon when 
fired: on a roll of 1, it generates heat but doesn't fire (Reroll if no energy weapons)

Choose a random weapon. Ballistics are affected by Damaged Ammo Bin, Laser weapons by Cracked Core, and PPCs by 
Leaking  Inhibitor
Damaged Ammo Bin: One randomly-chosen ammunition bin on the 'Mech can only hold half the normal number of 
shots, and cannot load specialty ammo. (Reroll if no ballistics)



Cracked Laser Core: Swap the Damage and Heat values of a randomly-chosen Laser weapon. ER Mediums instead do 4 
damage for 6 heat. (Reroll if no Laser weapons)
Leaking Inhibitor: The PPC Inhibitor is permanently damaged. Eliminate the PPC's minimum range, and add 1 to its Short 
and Medium ranges. The weapon explodes on a to-hit roll of 2, as an ammo explosion doing the weapon's maximum 
damage. In addition, the weapon generates +1d6 heat each time it is fired.

Choose a random weapon:
Energy weapons are affected by Weapon Energy Fluctuations, Ballistics by  Twitchy Ammo Feeder:  
On an even roll to-hit, energy weapons generate +1 heat and damage. Missiles get a +2 on the Cluster Hits table. Other 
ballistics double-fire.
On an odd roll to-hit, energy weapons generate -1 heat and -1 damage.  Missiles suffer a -2 penalty on the Cluster Hits 
table. Other ballistics hang-fire - Roll 2d6: on a 6 or less, the gun does not fire this round, and generates no heat.  Until it 
is fired successfully, a critical hit on the weapon will cause it to explode for damage equal to one normal shot.

Choose a random weapon:
Weapon Heat Seal Failure: Each time it is fired, the weapon generates (roll 1d6) 1-2 +1 heat; 3-4 1d3 heat; 5-6 +3 heat;  6 – 
double heat or +5 heat, whichever is less.

Miscellaneous Quirk Tables
Positive quirks represent Star League-level tech still integrated in the machine, and successful customizations by 
previous owners.
Negative quirks are the cumulative effects of poor maintenance, botched modifications, and crappy salvaged parts.

Miscellaneous Positive Quirks (See StratOps, pg 193) Miscellaneous Negative Quirks (See StratOps, pg 196)

2 Command 'Mech 2 Difficult Ejection AND Cramped Cockpit

3 Multi-Trac 3 No Torso Twist

4 Hyperflex Actuators (no-arm 'Mechs gain Multi-Trac) 4 EM Interference

5 Extended torso twist (No-twist 'Mechs gain hyperflex 
actuators)

5 Unbalanced

6 Protected Actuators 6 Exposed Linkage (one weapon)

7 Accurate Weapon (one weapon) 7 Inaccurate Weapon (one weapon)

8 Stabilized (Stable) 8 Poor Life Support

9 Reinforced Legs 9 Non-Standard Parts

10 Improved Cooling Jacket (one weapon) 10 Unbalanced

11 Improved Sensors OR Improved Communications 11 Poor Workmanship

12 Improved Targeting (1-2 short, 3-4 med., 5-6 long) 12 Poor Targeting (1-2 Short, 3-4 Med., 5-6 Long)


